Title word cross-reference

5 x 7 [MBG77].

1.5A1 [Ano86f]. 10 [Sey66], 10/100 [Com83]. 10/66 [Sey66]. 10/66-2R [Sey66].

100-font [BN94]. 106 [FN85a, FN85b].

1130 [IBM67]. 14th [Ano93a]. 15th [GR94].


[ICC65a].

2 [ISO09, Sam63]. 202 [CKT80]. 23 [WW03]. 24-Wire [BM87]. 25th [WH86a].

27 [ZD91]. 2R [Sey66].

30th [WH86a]. 3rd [Ano92].

4th [HAB98].

66-2R [Sey66].

7-10 [VC92]. 76 [Car80]. 7th

[HAB98, Zla92].

80000 [ISO09]. 80000-2 [ISO09]. 80’S

[Dun80]. 8400 [Lev84].

’92 [VC92, Zla92]. ’95 [Lev95]. 9541

[SBSG89]. ’98 [HAB98].

= [Can93, ICC65a, MB96].

ABC [Lin82]. ABCs [Col89]. ABP [Lip78].

Abstract [Bro69]. academic [Wal82].

acceptance [Gu62]. Access

[Day83, PRB87]. accessories [Lin30, Linxx].

According [Ano86b]. accuracy
Character [Ano86e, BG73, CKM86, CK86, KM87, MRS83, MS84, NSA90, Rei66, SP87, Som90, Ste89, TBL80, Tri69, UKKS84, UM85, Wol86, All94, Ano96f, AIDG95, ELS94, FTBM96, HD88, KD94, Krt94, LK95, Lin95, LCO94, Smi90, UBR90].

Characteristics [RF77].

Characters [Ano85a, Ano85c, Hou13a, Hou13b, KB86, KPB87, LZ86, MBG77, Ume82, Ano96b, Hus95, Pow90, TC92].

Charles [Bux88, GS21].

chart [Szo82].

Check [NIS04].

CHEM [BJK87].

Chemical [BJK87, Boa84, HO87, Haa86].

Chemlaw [Mar83].

Chicago [SIG82, Ano82a, Ano93c, Ano03].

child [FM94].

Chinese [Lun99, Ano83b, Ano96b, Ano96f, BS96, CH85, IBC87, LZ86, Lin95, MPZ95, RRLG83, TC92, Ume82, UM85, WH95].

Chinese/Japanese [IBC87].

chip [Ano96f].

Choosing [PK82, Szo82].

Christopher [Dur22].

Chronicle [Zap07a].

chronology [Wal88].

Church [Hus76].

CICERO [AC79].

Circuit [Boa84, Pad87].

circuits [Sin87].

circular [AAP94].

CIS [Com64].

Civil [Par75, Int06].

CJKV [Lun99].

Clark [ZD91].

Class [Ano93b, SO94].

Classic [BH1999, PR3, PR04].

Classical [ZD91].

Classification [ELS94, LCO94].

classifier [BN94, CDV95].

Classifiers [SV73].

Classroom [Clo80].

Claude [Ber23].

clichage [Sta71b, Sta71a].

Closer [BDH+94, BHH+99, BDH02].

Club [WW03].

cluster [UB95].

cockpit [UB95].

code [Lev87, Lin95].

Coded [TKE83].

codes [Aus88].

Coding [Kor75].

Cold [Gra75, Kro67, Jac74, Rob72].

Colines [Sch95].

collation [BMD87].

collection [CIS67].

Columbus [Col30].

Column [Ano85b].

Command [Ano86h].

commands [Com83].

comments [AA89].

Commercial [Dun80, Gul62, Sey82].

commerciale [Sta71b, Sta71a].

Committee [WT28, WT26].

Common [Cra87a, MC75a].

commonly [Fos76].

Communication [CDM02, Pod84, IEE93, MB96].

Communications [Her78a, Her78b, Mor87, Goo82].

Comp [Luc85].

Companion [GRM97].

Company [Ano31, Ber23, Col30, Rom14].

Comparative [Tay16, SZ91].

Comparison [MRT89, SV73, Gul62].

Comparisons [MBG77, LCO94].

Complete [Fel03, Har83, Lin82].

Completely [Ale92].

Complex [BKWK98, Woh98].

components [WH95].

composer [Gar73, Bro69].

composing [Lin30, Phi68, Ploxx].

Composition [Ale92, BE92, Com83, GS70, ICC65a, Lan71, Mac75, MNM79, Par75, Rub88, Sha85, Bar87, Lan40, Ber75, Can93, Hen73, Hol84, Hus85b, Int06, Kat90, Kro67, Kun79, Lan49, LK95, MM73, Den94, Sta71b, Sta71a].

Compositors [CBB54, CBB65, CBB87, Har91, BMD87].

Comprehension [Cle82].

comprehensive [Fos76].

Compression [Ano86c, BHW83, IKM82, SO94].

Compression/Decompression [Ano86c].

Compugraphics [Lev84].

Compugraphics-8400 [Lev84].

Computation [Lev95].

Computational [Par93a].

Computer [AKWC82, AK73, Bar65, Ber67, CTC65, Cat83, Cle82, CW82, Dav69, DEM+63, Gel91, Gol69, Gra66, Gra69, Hah93, Her72, Her81, Jas67, Kee80, Lan71, Le 88, LK77, Lin90, Mar72, McS84, MC75b, Neg88, Phi68, Pie71, Pow86, Rub88, Sac80, Sam92, Ser84, SPD72, Wag85, ZJ84, von67, All81, Ano98, BS88, Bee86, Com64, Com66, Com69, Car80, Dal80, FN87, Fri70, GB82, Goo82, Hah91, Hen73, Hol84, CTC66, Int82, Int86, KR85, MH70, Pub71, Rom75, Spi80, Spi82, Spi83, Com84, WH76, ZD91, Knu86d, Sey66, Ul68, WH17].

Computer-aided [Gol69, SPD72, Fri70].

Computerized [Ano82b, AJ88b, AJ88a, AJ90, Bea77, CCT65, ICC65b, LB74, Met75, RRLG83, ST85, SDB88, CIS67, Nat87a, Nat87b, TH73].

Conference [APL87, Ano75, Ano91, CIS67, CTC65, Dun80, For89, HAB98, CCT65, ICC65b, CTC66, Jas67, LBJ95, Luc85, USE87, VC92, Zla92, vV88, SIG82, Ano92, Des86, SPD72]. Congress [Buc64, ICC65a, WH86a].


controller [Nas94]. Controlling [Ser84]. conventions [NIS04]. Conversion [Ano96b, BDN83]. Converting [ZJ84]. coordinates [WH76]. Coping [Sm89].


CPU [KKM+93, KKM+94]. Craft [MR92b]. Crashkurs [Kha00]. Create [Buy85].

creation [Buc64]. credited [Ber23]. Critical [BDH+94, BDH02, HM01].

crosswords [vdL92]. CRT [Gol69, Kim80, MRR83, Pad87, Rac70, RR81, THL80].

Crystal [Ano86d]. Crystallographic [All81, AKWC82]. CTS [Kok87]. Cueing [FC77]. Culture [LR94, Ham75].

Curiosities [Hou13a]. Cursor [Ano85c]. curve [LH91, MP94]. Curves [FB85].

Custom [RS81]. cuts [MM73]. Cwpr [IBC87]. Cyber [Car80]. Cyber-76 [Car80].

Cyrillic [Str93]. Czecho slovakia [Zla92].

daily [Dep72, May69, Ten76]. Dallas [APL87]. D~anielle [Dur22]. Data [All81, AKWC82, Ben88, IKT82, RS84, Buc64, CBT88, FZ93, LA84, LA85, Rom75, SO94].

Database [HVC82, ZJ84, Myh90]. Databases [Kim90]. Datasouth [Bry84].

d'Athenes [Mac96]. Day [Dow98, Ame30]. days [Str93]. DC [Lan71, CCT65, ICC65b, JSG78].

December [Ano92, Lan71, Ano96a].

Decisions [Wag85, Ros92a].

Decompression [Ano86c]. defects [UB95].

deformations [Par93a]. Delivers [RS81].

Delivery [Tul85]. demands [Nas94]. democratisation [Ham75]. demonstration [Col30].

Denotational [Pin94]. department [Jac74, Wil37]. Description [Ges86, Fos81]. descriptions [CDV95].

Design [Ben85, BHD+94, BHH+99, BDH02, BCJR87, CDM02, Dow98, Gol73, He99, Kad11, Kin80, Kin93. Meg98, MNN79, MNN79, Mu69, NKM089, PRB87, Ric78, Rub88, SOE77, SDB88, Tij69, Wag85, ZL87, ZA87, Cos86, Cra83b, Cus11, Gho84, Gon78, Hal80, Hal81, Lab88, LLW95, LK95, Mas05, MR92a, MB96, Par93a, Par93b, Ros92a, Som90, Sou05, Tho77, Tho96, Uni78, Pri80].
designed [Kel19]. **Designer**

[Hel98, Mül96, PK02, TR02, MW05].

*designers* [Kel10, MB96]. **Designing**

[Cra83a, CBM99, WH95]. **design**

[Gou78, Zap68, ZB72]. **Desk** [Nat86].

**Desk-top** [Nat86].

**Desktop** [Ano96c, Cis87, Cra87b, FN87, Gel91, Mor87, RM19, WH17, YKT90, Bee86, Cra87a, Kle87, Kle90, Nele88, Ser88, GK00].

**Desktop-publishing** [GK00].

**details** [Har83].

**Deutsche** [BN85].

**develop** [Rom76].

**developed** [Ano96f].

**Development** [Ano83b, Dow98, SP87, Wag85, HL85, VC92, VP94, vV88, ANP81, But94, CHM00, Bea88b, KL82, KH96, Kin93, MCC88, WBS82, Won90].

**Document-Preparation** [BW82].

**Documentary** [Fle88].

**Documentation** [CW82, HYC82, Lue85, MPP81, Mar72, Des86].

**Documents** [Bar64, BKKW98, GRM97, Hah93, TCM82, Woh98, AB89, ACG94, Bea77, Hah91, Unis85a]. **does** [Ber00].

**Dokumentation** [Ulu86].

**Dokumenteneditor** [Sch86a]. **dominate** [Ben95].

**Doors** [Dun83].

**Dot** [BM87, DiV84, MBG77, LBS85, LJ90, Niz90, UB95].

**Dot-Matrix** [DiV84, LBS85, UB95].

**downsample** [ACG94].

**DP** [Cat83].

**Dr.** [Hus76].

**Draft** [BDN83, Kit84].

**Draft-To-Text** [BDN83].

**Drive**

[JSG78, FBJ90].

**Druckkunst** [Zap68, ZB72].

**drukwerk** [KVM02].

**Dual** [TA82].

**Dual-Font** [TA82].

**Durham** [Ano92].

**Dwiggins** [Fri83].

**Dynamo** [Bry84].

**Early** [Car02, LR94, Hus85a, Sh60, Lin52].

**earn** [Pos78].

**Ease** [Abi88].

**eases** [Nas94].

**Easy** [BF80, LU92, Wil89].

**economic** [Dav88, Hau94, Mor89].

**Economical** [Sac80].

**economically** [Lin39].

**écriture** [PAL16].

**Ed.** [Zap80].

**EDITORIAN** [KAT90].

**edit** [MH70, TH73].

**edit-insertion** [MH70].

**edit/insert** [TH73]. **edited**

[Dur22].

**Editing** [Cla64, Kas72, LB74, Mas84, SOE77, Ran86, Com79].

**Editor** [Wiel87, ANP81].

**Editors**

[BBB54, CBB65, CBB87, DSB97, MC84].

**Education** [Hel98, FM94, LBJ95].

**Edward** [Pec18].

**effect**

[BBSS92, Pow62, Ran86, WT28].

**Effective**
Wol86, ZL87, Ano96b, Ano96e, Ano96f, BN94, BSS92, EEN90, FK85, Gho84, Guyxx, 
HFW+96, KMNO89, KKM+93, KKM+94, 
Kop93, LK95, Lin95, LCO94, MP94, MPZ95, 
MRT89, NKMO89, Par93a, Ris88, SB93, 
Tow15, TC92, UBR90, WB95, HFW+96].

Font-and [HD88]. Fonts 
[Col86, Hoe98, Mar87, ST85, BSS92, 
HBBG95, Int07, Pow90, WH76]. Forensics 
[BBK13a, BBK13b].

Form [CDM02, Buc64].

Formal [HYC82, ZA87].

format [But94].

Formats [Ben88, Bea88b].

Formatter [Fuj94, HO87, KV89, ZA87, AA89, Haa86].

Formatting [BF80, GW85, Geh87, Noo83, CHM00, 
FSS82, Geh86, GL88, Kin93, Com79, dG99].

Formeln [Sch86a, Thi83].

Formelsatz [Deu94].

Formelzeichen [Deu94].

Formulas [HO87, Haa86, Thi83].

Forty [Cha97, LJ90, Ber23].

Frame [Mur19].

FrameMaker [Ben95, Mur19].

francais [Mac96].

France [Des86, HAB98, vV88].

Franklin [Anoxx, Lin52, Mil55, Sta06].

French [And05, BL84, PAL16].

front [GSMN93].

function [GH96].

functional [dG99].

Functions [HL87].

foundries [Ann75, Ann94].

Fourth [Ano91, Win90].

Frame [Mur19].

FrameMaker [Ben95, Mur19].

francais [Mac96].

France [Des86, HAB98, vV88].

free [KD94].

French [And05, BL84, PAL16].

front [GSMN93].

Full [PRB87].

Fuller [Cos86].

function [GH96].

functional [dG99].

Functions [HL87].

Future [Ber82, Mor87, Opp85, MR92a].

gap [dG99].

Garamond [Ber23].

Gartom [RF77].

Gee [Wil37].

Gegenwart [Zap80].

gender [Edv94].

general [Par93a, She50].

generalization [GSKM92].

generalized [Lag95].

Generating [Hob93, AB89, BS96, HFW+96].

Generation [Kit84, PS84, ST85, UKKS84, 
Ano88, HBBG95, Kir05, LH91, MP94, 
MPZ95, Ris88, Win90, Won86a].

Generator [SSST83, THL80].

Generic [Aus88].

genesis [She50].

Geometric [FB85].

Georgia [Win90].

German [Hii3, Baut4, Deu94, Deu94, Zap68, ZB72].

Geschke [GS21].

Gestaltung [MB96].

Gestaltungen [Zap68, ZB72].

Ghost [Ano85c].

Giant [Poy01a].

Gill [Gil91].

given [VDM+93].

Gks [SS86].

Gks-Graphiken [SS86].

Global [Hol06, KH94].

Glossary [Ano83a, Com66, Com69, EAE+94, EAE+96, 
Goo82, Nat87a, Nat87b, Com64, SS75].

Going [Hoy13].

Goodbye [Kir05].

Gospel [Gos90].

Goudy [Goi78, Hoy13].

Goudy’s [Ber23].

Gourmet [Spi90, Spi80, Spi82, Spi83, Spi86].

Grafica [Gar80].

Grafik [Bru86].

grammar [Int06].

grasp [GL88, BK86, BK90].

Graphic [BDH*94, BHH*99, BDH02, Hel98, Hel99, 
Her78a, Her78b, Meg98, Mül96, SDB88, 
MB96, WH76].

Graphical [Mol93].

Graphics [CW82, Dun80, GRM97, Hoe98, RS81, 
Wal87, Beaa88a, CK88, Ike95, Ker81, Ker82a, 
Ker82b, Van81a, Van80, Van81b, WW82].

Graphik [SS86].

Graphiken [SS86].

Graphs [BK90, BK86].

gratified [Ber23].

gray [Woo87].

grayscale [HBBG95].

Great [Bra13b].

Greater [Uni74].

Greek [Mac96].

greyscale [HD88].

Grid [MB96, TR02].

gridfont [GSKM92].

Growing [WG19].

growth [Bli82].

Guide [Dod97, Fel03, Hah93, Lam86, Lam94, Spi90, 
Ano86f, Ano86i, Ano87a, Ano87c, Ano89a, 
Bar71, Ber75, BW95, Daa80, Fos76, Hah91, 
Hal80, Hal81, Hol84, KS87, KC78, Lev87, 
Lin82, Lip87, Mas05, McS84, Mye83, 
Mye84a, SS75, Spi80, Spi82, Spi83, Spi86, 
Szo82, Tex84, Uni78, Pri80, Wil89].

guidelines [Zap80].

Guild [Dod93].

Gutenberg [Fis00, Kir05, Ploxx].

GVIP [Ike95].

Hackers [Kad11].

half [Gou78].

half-century [Gou78].

Hallmark [Cus11].
Hamburg [WH86a]. hand [Lan49, Sax92, Ste19, Tay16, WT26, WT28, WT33].
Handbook [ABo06, Kra01, MW17, ERBR91, Hod03, Kle87, Kle90, Kt90, PR88, PR94, vL92, Bau41].
Handbuch [ABO06, Kra01, MW17, ERBR91, Hod03, Kle87, Kle90, Kt90, PR88, PR94, vL92, Bau41].
Handling [Ano86g, KM87, Mar87].
Handwritten [LZ86]. Hangul [Kim90].
Hansen [San99]. Hard [RF77]. Hardware [Boe76].
Hart [Har91]. Hashing [Hol87b].
having [Kra96]. HDTV [MRK93]. Head [Ano86g, KM87, Mar87].
Headlines [LB74]. hear [Tho21]. Hebrew [Har94b, Str93].
Height [Ano86g, Kt90]. held [HAB98, Mac96, SPD72]. hello [Kir05].
Help [Nel88, Dow83]. Hermann [Cus11, Kel11, Kel19].
Hershey [WH76]. Heuristics [Sam82]. hidden [CWB93, HYH89, HYH91].
hierarchical [ANP81]. High [AIDG95, BH83, CDFV12, DiV84, Int82, Int86, KMNO89, ST85, Ser88, UKKS84, ZL87, Ano80, Ano96b, Ike95, KKM+93, KKM+94, MP94, MR92a].
high-performance [Ike95]. High-Quality [DiV84, ST85, UKKS84, CDFV12, MP94].
High-Speed [ZL87, KKM+93, KKM+94].
High-tech [Int82, Int86]. Highest [MR92b].
Highlights [Ano97]. Highly [IKM82]. Hilfe [WF99]. hint [KKM+93, KKM+94].
Histoire [PAL16]. historical [Mor89].
History [Bra13a, Dow97, Dow98, ML82, Meg98, Per88, Rom14, RM19, WH17, Hus85b, Kir16, Kle78, Kur17, PHM80, Smi84, PAL16].
Hitac [Hay87]. hoax [Hus76]. holy [Har94b, Har92]. home [BS88, Har83]. hood [Ano90c]. Hot [Mas84, MH89, San99]. hour [Wil89]. house [Ano92, Bir80, Bra84, Eis90, Hal80, Hal81, Mun88, Til52, Til55, Vác92, Gös90].
HPWord [Smi84]. Human [KB86, SDB88]. humanities [Ano87b]. hundred [Ste96].
hundredth [Fri83]. Hyphenate [Ock71, Ock75]. Hyphenating [RS65].
Hyphenation [MMN79, Smi84, Wan79]. Hyphens [Pri81]. hz [LK93]. hz-Program [LK93].
Identification [Dow98, TCLM82, KH94, KH96]. IEC [SBSG89]. IEEE [Ano75]. IFIP [DS83]. III [Cra87a, RRLG83]. Illumination [WT28, WT26, WT33, WT26]. Illustrated [Dow98, Kle87, Kle90]. Illustrating [GRM97]. illustration [Hod03, Tex84].
illustrations [Sp80, Sp82]. Image [Ano88, IKM82, Poy01a, HD88, SO94].
Images [Tuf97, CWB93, Kop93, Lev84]. imaging [HAB98, WW82]. Impact [DiV84, ZL87, Mye84b, UB95]. Impaired [GL4]. Implement [BF80].
Implementation [Hol87a, AA89, Kin93]. Impressions [Ano97]. Improve [UBR90].
Improved [Buy85, Ano86i]. Improving [Cle82]. In-house [Bir80, Bra84, Eis90, Hal80, Hal81, Mun88].
Inc. [WG19]. Inclusion [CW82]. incorporating [Ano92, Phi68, Til52].
Incremental [CHM00]. Independent [Bro85, IBC87, Ker82c, WW82]. indexes [AB89].
Indexing [Bra99, Col62, Cro80, Mul94, Mul05]. Indo [PC94]. Indo-Bangladeshi [PC94].
Industrial [For89, WT28, WT26]. Industrie [Sta71b, Sta71a].
industries [YKT90]. industry [Bir76, Bir83, Hau94, Kil83, Sta71b, Sta71a, Dep79]. Index [AB89].
influential [Kel10]. Infoline [Opp85].
Information [Ano80, Ano83b, Ano87b, Bro85, CH85].
ICT65a, IIS8, Lun99, Mar72, Opp85, Tuf83, Tuf90, Kan87, Mye83, Mye84a, Sl81, Sl84, SBSG89, Ste19, Myh90]. Initial [Ano86h].
Innovations [Par75]. Innovative [UB95]. inquiries [Sim87]. insert [TH73]. insertion [MH70]. Institut [Mac96]. Institute


Pulling [Dun80]. Pulse [FB90].

Punctuation [Hou13b, Cry15, Int06].

Punctuation [Hou13b, Cry15, Int06].


Quadratic [SV73]. quadratischer [SV73]. qualitè [Can93]. Quality [Buy85, Can93, DiV84, MR92b, ST85, UKKS84, Ano96b, CDFV12, LBJ95, MP94, MR92a, SL67].


Rules [CBB34, CBB65, CBB87, Har91, Jur02, Wic65, Ame30, BL84, Lan64, NIS04, Wan79].
RUNOFF [Bar64].
s [RF77]. Safe [Ast72]. saga [dBD02]. sale [Fos76]. sampling [AAP94]. sand [Sim87]. Santa [GR94]. Sättningsregler [Lan64]. Satz [Deu98, Thi83]. Saved [SH19].
Scalable [Ike95]. Scale [SOE77]. Scaling [Wad84, NS89]. scan [Mar91a, Mar91b]. scan-line [Mar91a, Mar91b]. Scanned [Bra09, CWB93]. scanners [MRK93].
Schriftgrößen [Man87]. Schriftsetzer [Bau41]. Science [LR94, RS84, Mil82]. Sciences [Kar01, ISO09]. Scientific [Ano75, Her72, Luc85, NIS89].
Scores [Fox87]. Scott [Dur22]. screen [Ano95d]. Screendesign [Kha00]. Script [Ano92, Kim90]. Searchable [ZJ84].
Seminar [Mor93, ZD91]. sense [Cra87a]. Sept [DS83]. September [Zia92, Knu86]. series [She60, Dep79]. server [UCBB83]. service [Int06, Int82].
series [Int68, KR85, Bur61]. Services [Opp85, SIG82]. Set [Ano86b, KM87, Ben95, Tay16, WM88].
SETAB [TH73]. Setting [Clo80, Fel03, Jus72, She50, Ste19, Wic65]. setzen [ICC65a]. Seven [Ast72].
Seven-Segment [Ast72]. Seybold [SS75]. Shady [Hou13a, Hou13b]. Shannon [San99]. shape [Par93a]. Share [Wat84].
Share-Output [Wat84]. Sheep [SG93]. Sholes [Rom86a, Rom86b]. shown [Ame30]. SI [Ano14, Ano14, NIS04]. SIC [Dep79].
Sichere [BN85]. signs [ISO09]. SIGOA [Abr81]. SIGPLAN [Abr81]. SIGUCCS [SIG82]. Silbentrennung [BN85, Roe85].
Singular [Ano97]. Sinnentsprechende [BN85]. Sinotype [RRLG83]. Site [Ber00].
Size [KBP87, HD88]. sizes [BSS92, Deu98, Lan49, SB93]. Skeleton [BS96]. Skeleton-based [BS96]. sketch [Phe61].
Skill [Edv94]. skills [FN87]. Small [And05, Sac80, SOE77]. Small-Scale [SOE77]. SMI [KAT90]. SMI/EDIAN [KAT90].
Smithsonian [Hua85a]. Society [Par75, Cha97]. sociological [Eze87].
Software [Ano96c]. Boe76, CW85, GL84. LBJ95, MNN79, Pad87, Ano86f. Ano98, Hod88, Ser88].
solid [Tay16]. Some [Ano90b, Skr59, AJ90, BS96]. sourcebook [Bry96]. SP [TA82]. Spacing [Dow66, Dow95, Ste19].
spatial [MK93]. SPEC [CK88, Whi87]. Special [Wil31, Mac90]. specific [SO94].
specification [Car80, WB95]. specify [Rom75]. Specimen [Lan40, Ano52, Bul61, Bli82, Til52].
specimens [Ame30, Gut78, Lan49].
Spectral [RF77]. spectroscopic [TH73].
speech [Ano96c]. Speed [Cle82, ZL87].
KMNO89, KKM84. KKM84. Pow62]. Speedier [Bhu64]. speeds [MM73].
Sekstra [RF77]. spelling [MC75a]. Spent [CKT80]. Sperry [Ano87a].
Sprachen [Zap68, ZB72]. Spreadsheet [Ano85b]. Spreadsheets [Ano85a]. squares [Kop93]. St [HAB98]. Stages [Dow98].

Start [Buh80, Buh81]. State [Bor85, Ham68, Ten76, SL67].

State-of-the-art [SL67]. statements [Zap68, ZB72].

Stories [Zap07a]. Story [Lor19, Lun02, Cry15, Gou78, Hoy13, Rom86a, Rom86b, Ros15]. Strasbourg [Des86].

Strategies [Hoe98, Bir76, Bir83, FZ93]. Strike [Rob72]. Strike-on [Rob72]. strings [Smi90].

stroke [Ano96b, LK95, MPZ95, TC92]. Strokes [TKE83].

Structural [Fuj94, CDV95]. Structure [BJK87, HO87, Haas6, Ing91, MR92a].

Structured [Ano96f, BW82, Noo83, Won90, LK95]. Structures [AKWC82, All81].

Student [Her78a]. Studies [WH86a, Fle88]. Study [FZ93, FC77, Lin90, Mil55, PRB87, Kei10, Le 88, Phi68, SZ91].

Style [Ano31, Ano82a, Ano93c, Ano93v, Bri92, Bri92, Dod97, MT924, MW17, WH86b, Aus88, Ano52, Ano90a, Car80, Mil12, NIS04, Til52, Til55].

Styles [AMS83, Pow62, SI93]. subject [Ano95d]. subjects [Wal93]. Substitution [McC84]. successful [Buh80, Buh81].
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